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MAIN POINTS TO DISCUSS

1. Definition.
2. Types of phrases. Classifications
3. Syntactic relations.

https://www.englishgrammar101.com/phrases-and-clauses
https://doulkifl.com/introduction-to-phrases/
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Definition

a phrase is a group of two or more words 
functioning as a meaningful unit within a sentence 
or clause

a word-combination as any syntactically organized 
group of syntagmatically connected words
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Why predicative phrases cannot be 
sentences?

they considered the problem
their consideration of the problem
for them to consider the problem
their considering of the problem
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TYPES
Functional classification

Phrases may be built by:

- notional  phr 
(combining notional words) come home

- formative phr 
(combining notional and functional words) in the corner

- functional phr 
(combining functional words) out of
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TYPES
Morphological approach
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NOMINAL PHR

Noun phr
Nick’s car

Adjective phr
Nice and quiet

Adverbial phr
Quite well
 

VERBAL PHR

Verb phr
Did well

Infinitive phr
To do well

Gerund phr
After doing well

Participial phr
Having done well

PREPOSITIONAL 
PHR
After lunch
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Absolute phrase
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Types of phr on the base of place
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regressive progressive

a beautiful girl came home



The structural theory of 
word-groups (L.Bloomfield)

distribution and substitution
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endocentric 
(headed)

exocentric 
(non-headed)

An old man came in.
   A man came in.

The boy stood on the 
burning deck.



The syntactic theory of O.Jespersen

 It can be applied to phrases and sentences. The theory of three ranks 
is based on the principle of determination. 

 a furiously3 barking2 dog1 
1 is independent and is called a primary,
2 modifies 1 and is called a secondary, 

3 modifies 2 and is called a tertiary. 
A secondary may be joined to a primary in two ways: junction and 

nexus. These terms are used to differentiate between attributive and 
predicative relations (relations between the subject and the 

predicate), or the relations of subordination and interdependence.
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Syntactic relations

Syntactic relations are syntagmatic relations observed 
between syntactic units. They can be of three types – 

coordination,
subordination,
predication. 
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 Syntactic relations

Coordination (SR1) 
– syntagmatic relations of independence. SR1 can be observed on the 
phrase, sentence and text levels.  
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Symmetric Asymmetric

Symmetric coordination is characterized 
by complete interchangeability of its 

elements.
pens and pencils

Asymmetric coordination occurs when the 
position of elements is fixed.

 ladies and gentlemen  



Coordination (SR1) 
Forms of connection within SR1 may be:
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copulative

disjunctive

adversative

you and me

you or me

strict but just

causative-consecutive so



Coordination (SR1)
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Syndetic Asyndetic

conjunction No conjunction

Yes and no Blue, yellow, red



Subordination (SR2)
Subordination (SR2) – syntagmatic relations of dependence. 
SR2 are established between the constituents of different linguistic rank. They are observed on the 
phrase and sentence level. Subordination may be of three different kinds:

adverbial (to speak slowly), 
objective (to see a house)

attributive (a beautiful flower). 
Forms of subordination may also be different:
❑ agreement (this book – these books), 
❑ government (help us),
❑ adjournment (the use of modifying particles just, only, even, etc.) 
❑ enclosure (the use of modal words and their equivalents really, after all, etc.)
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Predication (SR3)
Predication (SR3) – syntagmatic relations of interdependence. 
Predication may be of two kinds:

 I saw you dancing.
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primary (sentence level) secondary (phrase level)



Valency

Obligatory       and                     optional
Depend on                          stay in bed, here…
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